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Examples Scenarios for Coverage of an Employee Observing a 

Rest Period 

1. Relief Worker or Casual AAW at Straight-time 

Example: A situation arises where full-time employee is observing a mandatory Rest Period. 

The supervisor calls in a Casual as and when or a Relief employee to replace the FT employee 

observing the rest period. 

 When assigning the shift, the supervisor advises the Casual employee they are required 

to due to a Rest Period and to enter the proper Rest Period coverage code in 

PeopleSoft. 

 As the available shift results from a rest period; the appropriate code for the Casual or 

Relief employee is RST1Q. 

 The time approver ensures the correct information is entered on the time sheet when 

approving. 

PeopleSoft Time Entry Codes: 

Relief Worker and Casual AAW employees, no defined hours of work = RST1Q 

 

 

2. Call back – 4 Hour Minimum – Straight-time 

Example: Employee is called back to work on day off under Article 26 to cover for another 

employee who is unable to attend work as scheduled due to mandatory Rest Period. The period 

of coverage required is 1.5hrs for the first hour and a half of the shift. 

 When calling the employee to work the supervisor would indicate the duration of the 

required call-back, that the employee is required due to a Rest Period, and reminds 

employee to enter the appropriate Rest Period reporting code. 

 As the call-back is not of a duration where overtime would be triggered, subject to the 

mandatory minimum of 4 hours at straight time as per Article 26.01(b), the appropriate 

reporting code would be as shown below. 
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 The time approver ensures the correct information is entered on the time sheet when 

approving  

PeopleSoft Time Entry Codes: 

*UNW Pensionable employee = RST1M 

UNW Non-Pensionable employee (4U, 6U) = RST1R 

Pensionable Excluded Employee = RST2A 

Non-Pensionable Excluded Employee (4U, 6U) = RST2E 

 

 

 

3. Electronic call-back -  Straight-time 

Example: Employee works in workplace with day and evening shifts. Due to the unavailability of 

a scheduled employee observing a mandatory Rest Period, an employee not scheduled to work 

is called to provide technical advice. 

 When the employee is called, the supervisor advises they are being called because 

another employee is on a Rest Period and reminds employee to enter the appropriate 

Rest Period coverage code.  

 In this instance the information required was able to be obtained within a few minutes.  

As a result, the appropriate time would be 1hour at straight-time.  

 As the call results from a rest period, the appropriate reporting code would need to be 

entered as shown below. 

 The time approver ensures the correct information is entered on the time sheet when 

approving  

PeopleSoft Time Entry Codes: 

*UNW Pensionable employee = RST1N 

UNW Non-Pensionable employee (4U, 6U) = RST1S 
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Pensionable Excluded Employee = RST2B 

Non-Pensionable Excluded Employee (4U, 6U) = RST2F 

 

 

4. Overtime at time and one half (1.5X) 

Example: Employee works 8 hour day shift. Employee scheduled to start the afternoon shift at 

3pm cannot report as scheduled due to mandatory Rest Period until 6pm. This results in 

overtime for the employee coming off day shift who works an additional three hours 

contiguous to her scheduled shift. 

 When assigning the overtime, the supervisor advises the employee the OT is due to 

another employee observing a Rest Period and reminds employee to use the 

appropriate Rest Period coverage code when entering their time.   

 In this instance as the employee is required to work 3 additional hours, at time and one 

half (X 1.5), to cover for another employee on rest period the appropriate reporting 

code would need to be entered as shown below. 

 The time approver ensures the correct information is entered on the time sheet when 

approving 

PeopleSoft Time Entry Codes: 

*UNW Pensionable employee = RST1O 

UNW Non-Pensionable employee (4U, 6U) = RST1O 

Pensionable Excluded Employee = RST2C 

Non-Pensionable Excluded Employee (4U, 6U) = RST2C 
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5. Overtime at double time (2X) 

Example: An Employee works 7.5 hour shifts.  Due to another employee observing a mandatory 

Rest Period, the employee coming off night shift is asked to work the day shift as overtime.   

 When assigning the overtime, the supervisor advises the employee they are needed due 

to another employee observing a Rest Period and remind employee to enter 

appropriate Rest Period coverage code when entering their time. 

 The resulting double shift compels the use of time and one half (X 1.5) for the first 4 

hours, and double time (X 2) for the remaining 3.5 hours 

 As the overtime results from a rest period, the appropriate reporting code(s) would 

need to be entered for the first 4 hours (X 1.5) (see below) and for the remaining 3.5 

hours (X 2) (see below). 

 The time approver ensures the correct information is entered on the time sheet when 

approving 

PeopleSoft Time Entry Codes: 

*UNW Pensionable employee = RST1O (x 1.5) & RST1P (x 2) 

UNW Non-Pensionable employee (4U, 6U) = RST1O (x 1.5) & RST1P (x 2) 

Pensionable Excluded Employee = RST2C (x 1.5) & RST2D (x 2) 

Non-Pensionable Excluded Employee (4U, 6U) = RST2C (x 1.5) & RST2D (x 2) 
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